
The Spiritual Journey 
 

Across  

1. The Wisdom Books 
share ____ as well as 
themes.(204) 

3. The wisdom 
described is basically 
____ in character, and 
involving ____ in 
truth>(2 words)(203) 

11. Other books were 
read and enjoyed, but 
not considered central 
to the purpose of the 

Old Testament, to 
____ the coming of 
the Savior, Jesus 
Christ.(220) 

12. Psalms about the 
____ cannot come 
from David, because 
the first ____ was 
built by his son, 
Solomon.(same 
word)(213) 

13. The book of 
Psalms help modern 

readers to "____ ____ 
____" of the Israelites 
despite the great 
differences of time 
and culture.(3 
words)(214) 

15. ____ turned to the 
comfort of one of the 
lament psalms at the 
moment of his 
death.(214) 

17. Scripture styles 
are ____ for living in 

God's world -- now 
and for al time to 
come.(221) 

21. Song of Songs 
was written ____ the 
Babylonian 
Exile.(209) 

23. A major theme of 
Ecclesiastes is the 
____ of all 
things.(209) 

24. It may be that the 
help requested from 
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God in Psalm 35 is to 
settle an argument 
between two groups 
of ____.(214) 

27. The Jews were 
____ with the wisdom 
teachings in other 
cultures and were 
inspired to collect 
their own.(207) 

29. The author of 
Wisdom was actually 
a Jew living in 
Alexandria in 
____.(209) 

31. Ecclesiastes is 
concerned with the 
____ of human 
life.(208) 

32. The book of 
Daniel is the only 
____ source of 
apocalyptic writing of 
the Old 
Testament.(217) 

33. The faithful Job, a 
wealthy man with a 
large, loving family 
and many possessions, 
____ everything.(208) 

34. Apocalyptic 
literature looked ____ 
to what God was 
about to do in 
history.(215) 

36. One characteristic 
of Wisdom literature 
is how ____ they 
are.(203) 

37. The final chapters 
of each book each 
include a doxology 
that ends with 
"____.____."(same 
word)(212) 

38. The book of 
Proverbs was 

collected as the ____ 
of the Israelite 
wisdom 
tradition.(208) 

Down  

2. Psalms of ____ 
request God's help and 
protection, and often 
conclude with a few 
lines of thanksgiving 
and praise for God's 
response. (213) 

3. The wisdom 
described is also ____, 
____, and kindness.(2 
words)(203) 

4. Based on human 
____, Wisdom 
literature could be 
shared with people of 
other cultures.(207) 

5. The book of 
Wisdom was the ____ 
book of the Old 
Testament to be 
written.(209) 

6. The section of 
Daniel 7-12 contains 
four symbolic visions 
that center on the 
"heavenly battle" with 
Israel's ____.(218 

7. Psalm 29 may be 
the ____ psalm in the 
Bible because its 
poetry is considered 
very similar in style in 
style to Canaanite 
poetry of an earlier 
era. (213) 

8. The highly ____ 
nature of the writing 
protected the authors 
from 
persecution.(219) 

9. The Catholic canon 
includes Daniel with 
the ____ books. 

10. Beyond the 
coming catastrophes is 
a new ____.(217) 

14. The Bible uses a 
model of apocalyptic 
writing known as 
"____ ____" (2 
words)(216) 

16. A person 
venerated for his or 
her experience, 
judgment, and 
wisdom.(204) 

18. The story has a 
happy ending with Job 
being ____ to health 
and prosperity and 
having more 
children.(208) 

19. These various 
cultures all had 
collections of wise 
sayings, proverbs, and 
short stories to help 
people deepen their 
____ and understand 
how to live.(202) 

20. It is more likely 
that the wisdom 
sayings in the Bible 
were collected from 
____ levels of 
society.(205) 

22. The book of 
Revelation refers to 
the ____ Empire as 
"the Beast."(217) 

25. Some proverbs are 
also ____, with little 
or no religious 
implications.(208) 

26. The first part of 
the book of Zechariah 
contains apocalyptic 

visions intended to 
promote the ____ of 
the Temple.(218) 

28. Some wisdom 
sayings deal with 
issues and use images 
that come from the 
simpler life of the 
____ of the 
people.(205) 

30. Apocalyptic 
literature was clearly a 
very ____ form of 
literature for many 
nations and cultures of 
the day.(216) 

35. The spirituality of 
wisdom is knowing 
God by ____ he has 
made.(206) 
 


